
Handy Tips, Solutions and Answers to
Common PC Questions
Do you have a question about a Windows Advisor article, or
need help with a computing problem? If you do, just drop
us a line by email to editorial@windowsadvisor.co.uk and
we’ll do our level best to help!

When you write, please remember to include your customer
number, your postcode, and the version of Windows you use
(Windows 10, Windows 8.1 or Windows 7). Give us as much
detail as you can about the problem to help us understand
what’s happening, and feel free to attach a screenshot or
document if you think it would help to illustrate the problem
or error.
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How Can I Find Files Containing a 
Certain Phrase?
Question: Somewhere among my documents, I know I have a
file containing the phrase ‘little wonder’. It’s not a phrase I
use often, but when I search for files containing it, I get a
very long list of files containing the word ‘little’ or the word
‘wonder’. One of them is probably the one I want, but this gets
me no nearer to finding it! Should I be doing it differently?

Ann Shepherd

Answer: There’s no question about it, Windows is far-from-
helpful in this department. Let’s run through the steps to
achieve what you want. The first few steps are straight-
forward enough, but there’s a peculiar twist near the end
which you’d never guess:

Windows shows
files containing
either word, not
the phrase

Search for your
phrase using 
this format

1.  Press + to open File Explorer (aka Windows
Explorer).

2.  Make your way to the folder in which you believe
the required file is stored. This might be your
‘Documents’ (or ‘My Documents’) folder, but if
you’re certain the file is in a particular folder inside
it, open that one.

3.  Now click in the Search box near the top-right
corner of the window.

4.  Here’s the twist. Don’t just type the phrase. And
don’t just type the phrase inside "double quotes"
(which you might expect to work). Instead, type this:
~="little wonder"

E:

That first symbol is a tilde ( + ). It’s followed by
an equals sign, and then your phrase within double quotes. 

Shift #
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Is My Broadband Slower than it Should Be?
Question: My daughter used my computer yesterday and she
said my Internet works much more slowly than hers. She
said I should get it checked, but I don’t have any idea where
to start with that. Can you suggest anything?

Alan McLelland

Answer: There’s an awful lot that can affect broadband
Internet speeds. To start with, there’s the difference between
‘standard broadband’ and the newer ‘fibre broadband’ (which
we’ll return to in a moment): anyone with a fibre-optic
connection should get vastly greater speeds. There’s also the
distance from your home to your local telephone exchange:
the speed drops as this distance increases. These two points
could easily explain why your daughter’s broadband speed
is considerably greater than yours, without indicating any
particular problem.

Added to those, there’s also the quality of the phone wiring
in your home, the speed of your PC, and how many
computers (and other devices) in your home are trying to
use the Internet at once.

Finally, there’s the time of day. Speeds will usually be lower
in the evenings when more of your broadband supplier’s
customers are online, and some suppliers (especially lower-
priced ones) suffer the consequences of this more than others.

Nevertheless, if you feel that your broadband speed is slower
than it should be, the first thing to do is to run some speed
tests yourself.

Questions & Answers

Slow Internet?

Many things can
affect the speed

Speeds vary
according to
time of day

Now Windows will search the current folder, but only show
you files containing that phrase, ignoring files that contain
only individual words from the phrase.
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What speed
should you be
getting?

Check the
estimated speed
for your
postcode area
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Before you do that, it’s helpful to know what speed you
should be expecting, so that you have something with which
to compare your results. If you still have the paperwork
from your broadband supplier, look through it to see if an
‘expected speed’ is quoted. 

If you can’t find anything helpful in the paperwork, here’s
how to get a rough idea of your expected speed:

You probably know whether or not you have fibre-optic
broadband: if you do, you’d have specifically chosen that
option in the knowledge that it would be faster (and more
expensive!) than standard broadband. If it doesn’t ring a
bell, the odds are you don’t have it.

1. Start your favourite web browser and visit the
address below: 
www.uswitch.com/broadband/postcode_checker

2. In the unmissably-large box near the top of the page,
type your postcode and then click the Check button.

3. After a few seconds, this will lead you a box like the
one pictured below. This quotes your expected speed
for ‘Non-fibre broadband’ (where the figure you’re
interested in is the one following the word
Estimated) and for ‘Fibre broadband’ if this newer,
high-speed option is available in your area.

:
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Run a speed test

Start the test

Check the
‘Download’
figure
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1. First, close any open programs that might be using
your Internet connection, such as web browsers,
email programs, and so on.

2. Next, start your favourite web browser and visit the
address www.speedtest.net.

3. Give the web page a few seconds to load, and you’ll
see a large, circular GO button: click that button.

4. Now just sit tight and wait, and a speedometer-like
gauge will appear while this site calculates your
broadband speed. (It does this by first downloading
some data to your PC and then sending the same
data back again, measuring first your download
speed and then your upload speed.)

5. Within about 15 seconds, you’ll arrive at the test
result. What you’re interested in is the figure quoted
for  Download (in my example below, a speed of
51.84 Mbps).

Now you can run a speed test with some idea of the figure
you should be expecting to see. Here’s what to do:

:
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Does Windows 10 Really Use My PC to
Distribute Updates to Others?
Question: Is it really true that when my PC has received some
updates for Windows 10, the Windows Update feature might
then send the updates from my computer to other Windows
10 users via the Internet? If so, how can I put a stop to this
so that it doesn’t slow down my Internet connection? 

Evan Hargrove

Answer: Yes it’s true, and it’s a change to the way Windows
Update works in Windows 10. The updates your PC receives
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Run more tests
over a few days

Contact your
broadband
supplier

Is your PC
sending updates
to other Internet
users?

Windows 10 PCs
all share updates

So, how does this compare with the speed you were
expecting to achieve? If it roughly matches, your broadband
connection is probably fine (although, as noted above, it
can obviously vary).

If your test result is significantly below what was expected,
there may be a problem. However, don’t read too much into
a single result. Make a note of the date and time of this test
and the download speed it achieved. Then, over the course
of several days, run more of these tests at different times of
day (each morning, afternoon and evening), again noting
the result of each test.

If you find you’re consistently getting results that are lower
than expected, you can be fairly sure that something is
amiss. Get in touch with your broadband supplier to explain
that your broadband is slower than it should be, and you’ll
be able to quote the speeds you’re achieving (or an
approximate average) which lets them know the score. They
should be able to run tests remotely to see if they can
identify a problem with your line and hopefully put the
wheels in motion to get it sorted out.
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This has
advantages…

…and
disadvantages

don’t come solely from Microsoft’s servers; they also come
from other PCs on your local network that have already rec-
eived them (if you have two or more Windows 10 computers
on your home network) and from PCs on the Internet.

In the same way, when your own PC receives an update,
that update might be passed from your PC to others on your
network and to others on the Internet.

What are the advantages of this new system? To be truthful,
the main advantage is for Microsoft: rather than the
company’s servers supplying identical updates to millions
of Windows 10 users, those users are helping in the
distribution process and sharing the load. For us, it means
we might receive updates sooner than we otherwise would.
And for those of us with several Windows 10 computers, it
means we’ll usually receive updates just once and they’ll
then be shared between our PCs automatically.

The disadvantage is that our Internet connections are being
used to upload (send) chunks of Windows updates to other
users. However, according to Microsoft, this will only happen
when your Internet connection isn’t busy doing something
else, so you should never notice any slowdown, and it
shouldn’t happen if you have a ‘metered’ connection to the 

All this happens entirely anonymously. Just as you
don’t know whether a particular update has arrived
directly from Microsoft or via other Windows 10 users
on the Internet, no-one else knows when an update has
come from your computer.

In addition, odd as it may seem, the updates are act-
ually passed around in little chunks, so an update you
receive will have come in pieces from many dozens of
computers around the world. Likewise, your PC is
supplying small pieces of updates to other computers.
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You can turn 
it off

Advanced
options for
Windows Update

Turn this feature
off entirely…

…or restrict it to
sharing between
your own PCs

Internet – a limit to the amount of data you can send and
receive each month.

Although this new way of delivering Windows updates is
switched on by default, you’re not forced to accept it. If you
don’t like the sound of it and you’d prefer to turn it off, you
can. Here’s how:

1. Open the Start menu and click the Settings (cog-
shaped) icon near the bottom-left corner.

2. When the Settings app opens, click Update & Security.
3. In the left panel of the window, you should see that

the Windows Update section is already selected. On
the right, click the blue words Advanced Options.

4. This takes you to the ‘Advanced Options’ section for
Windows Update. Here, click the words Delivery
Optimisation.

5. This takes you to the section pictured in the next
screenshot, here you have a choice about what to do:

•   One option is to switch this feature off entirely,
so that you only receive updates directly from
Microsoft and you don’t send updates anywhere
at all. If you’d like to do  this, click the switch
marked On to turn it to Off .

•   A better option – particularly if you have two or
more Windows 10 computers, or you expect to add
another PC sometime – is to leave the switch
set to On. Just below this, click on PCs on my
local network so that the blob moves into the
circle beside this item. This way, your PCs will
receive their updates from Microsoft, but they’ll
also share updates between one another, saving
you from downloading the same updates
separately on each PC.

1

1

2

:
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Is there a 
version named
‘Windows 7+’?

It means
Windows 7 
or later

6. After choosing the option you prefer, close this win-
dow by clicking the x button in its top-right corner.

1

2

What Does the + Sign Mean in 
‘Windows 7+’?
Question: In an article I’ve just been reading online, there
were a few references to things applying to ‘Windows 7+’. I
haven’t heard of this before. Is there a Windows 7+?

Glenn Matthews

Answer: No there isn’t. Despite appearances, the term doesn’t
apply to one particular version of Windows named ‘Windows
7+’. Instead, the + sign is used as a shorthand way of saying
‘and more recent versions of Windows’. (Another, more
common, way of putting it is to say ‘Windows 7 or later’.)
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Word: How Can I Mix Portrait and
Landscape Pages?
Question: I have to produce a Microsoft Word document
which contains a table on the last page. The table is wide,
so I want this final page to be in landscape orientation. The
only way I know of doing that is to go to the Page Layout
tab, click on Orientation and then Landscape, but this
switches the whole document to landscape. Is there any way
to have just this last page in landscape while the rest stays
in portrait?

Rebecca Sanders

Answer: There is, but it involves a few extra steps first. In
brief, you need to insert a ‘section break’ into your document,
splitting it into two sections. After doing this, Word will
allow you to use different orientations for the two sections.

To do this, just follow these steps:
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But when was
the article
written?

Use a landscape
page in a Word
document

A ‘section break’
is needed

Thus, you could infer that the article you were reading
applies to Windows 7, 8, 8.1 and 10.

There’s one catch to beware of when this kind of reference
is used, though: when was the article written (or when was
it last updated)? It’s possible that the article dates from some
years ago, and that newer versions of Windows have arrived
since. As an example, perhaps the writer was referring to
Windows 7, 8 and 8.1, and had no inkling that something
named Windows 10 was going to arrive, let alone whether
his article would apply to it. Before trusting what that + sign
seems to imply, see if you can find a date on the article or
– better still – a specific reference to your own version of
Windows somewhere in the article that proves the writer
was aware of its existence.
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Add a section
break at the end
of the document

The break
appears as a
double line

:1. Start Microsoft Word and open the document you
need to work on.

2. First, to make things a little easier, switch on the
display of formatting symbols in Word. You can do
this by clicking the ¶ button on the Home tab of the
Ribbon or by pressing the key combination +

+ .

3. Now move the insertion point to the end of your
document. The simplest way to do this is by pressing

+ .

4. Switch to the Layout (or Page
Layout) tab on the Ribbon. In
the ‘Page Setup’ section, click
the Breaks button and then
click on Next Page.

5. Word inserts a section break
at the insertion point and
takes you to a new page. If
you scroll upwards a little
way, you’ll see the section-break symbol: a double
line and the note ‘Section Break (Next Page)’.

Ctrl
Shift 8

Ctrl End

You’re seeing this section-break symbol because you
switched on the display of formatting symbols in step 1.
Although those symbols make your document look
rather messy, they’re helpful in this type of situation,
allowing you to see exactly where the section break is.
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Switch the 
new section 
to landscape
orientation

Need a portrait
page after this
one?

Convert a page
in the middle of
the document

No keyboard
keys for 
fractions

6. Make sure the insertion point is flashing on your last
page (you can press + again to make sure),
and the last step is to convert this section of the
document to landscape orientation: switch to the Page
Layout tab of the Ribbon, click the Orientation button
in the ‘Page Setup’ section and choose Landscape.

7. The new page added to the end of your document is
now switched to landscape orientation, ready for you
to create a wide table for the two sections.

Ctrl End

How Can I Type Fractions into a Document?
Question: Every so often I want to type a fraction into a
document, but I can’t find a way to do it. I either end up
typing ‘5 1/2’, which isn’t easy to read, or ‘five and a half’.
My old typewriter had a ‘half’ fraction key, so surely in this
computer age it must be possible?

Ed Connor

In this example, we’ve assumed that it’s the last page of your
document which should be in landscape orientation, but it
doesn’t have to be so. Perhaps after this landscape page you
need more pages in portrait orientation? If so, follow steps 3
to 6 again, inserting another section break at the end of this
landscape page, and when you reach step 6, choose Portrait.

To give another example, perhaps you’ve already written a
10-page document, but you’ve just decided that page 5 should
be in landscape orientation. If so, place the insertion point at
the end of page 4 and insert a section break there, then move
the insertion point to the end of page 5 and insert another
section break. You can now click anywhere within the text
on page 5 and choose landscape orientation for that page
without affecting the pages that come before or after it.
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Answer: An alternative is to use decimals, such as 1.5 or
3.25, but let’s stick with good old fractions and see what can
be done. It’s certainly not as straightforward as you’d expect,
but there are a few options available – depending on which
program you’re using:
•     In Microsoft Word, as well as other Microsoft Office

programs, you can generate fraction symbols for ¼, ½
and ¾ from the keyboard. Just type 1/4, 1/2 or 3/4 and
follow it with a space, and Word will convert it into a
fraction. However, for this to work, there must also be
a space before the fraction. So, if you need to type 6½
for example, leave a space after the 6, then type 1/2
and a space which creates the fraction symbol, then go
back and delete the space after the 6.

•     Also in Microsoft Word you can get at several other
fractions. Switch to the Insert tab on the Ribbon, and
at the far-right click on Symbol followed by More
Symbols. In the Symbol dialog that appears, scroll most
of the way down find these extra fractions, click the one
you want , then click Insert .1 2

1

2

An alternative:
use decimals

Type simple
fractions in
Word…

…and find a few
others in the
Symbol dialog
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•     In almost any program, there’s a way to type the
fractions for quarter, half and three-quarters. Hold down
the Alt key on your keyboard and type the appropriate
four-figure sequence below using the numeric keypad (it
won’t work it you use the number keys on the top row):

      Quarter: 0188

      Half: 0189
      Three-quarters: 0190

•    Here’s one final trick you can use to generate a decent
approximation of any fraction at all. This can be used
in any program that allows you to format text as
superscript and subscript. Let’s assume you want to type
‘eight and four-fifths’. Start by typing all the required
numbers and symbols, 84/5, and type a space after this.
Now highlight the 4 and format it as superscript, then
format the 5 and format it as subscript. One extra little
tweak that helps the effect is to select the slash sign and
reduce its size to three or four points smaller than your
ordinary text. Done: you can click after the space you
added on the end and continue typing. (The space
ensures that when you do continue typing, you’ll do so
in normal text rather than in the subscript used at the
end of your fraction.)

Enter simple
fractions into 
any program

Use this trick 
to create any
fraction

Most good word processors (including Microsoft Word)
have buttons for superscript and subscript on their
toolbar or Ribbon. If yours doesn’t, you may be able to
access them via keyboard shortcuts: try and the 
= sign for subscript and                        and the = sign
for superscript.

Ctrl
+ Ctrl Shift
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